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Mr. Chairman,

Today, the Czech Republic will address two topics covered by Chapters VI and VII of the
Commission's report.

Conceding topic
Murase for his commitment and dedication m carrymg ms v
Rapporteur for this topic.

Our reserved positton towards the iBcltrsion of topie^
known. As much as we sincerely belteve that to,
r^irXlrch't'^::rnX,requires hru^agenrent of intemation^
instances other than the International Law Comimssion.

Special Rapporteur's fP"" ^
law on the protection of ̂  j ^nd intemahonal human rights law.
international trade and mvestment law, nmblems underlying the climate
The real issue at stake here is the inte^ted f'^^SSrZS^ationship of
change. It includes ° between oceans and the atmosphere, and
various natural phenomena, such as mt . , leadina or contributing to climate
impact of various human activities on the environment, 1^ 8 scientific socio-
Zrge. Obviously, the Commission of any
economic and policy Usues related with clnmte change, which are al m
Strategy addressing challenges that the mankmd is facmg.

The problem of the relaUon^p ^ iei;;:: w^"in to
branches of the international law is ® that could be called "the
connection, is whether there is mde^ a bimch of m . . ̂  Withoutlaw on the protection of the annosphertf^ we Kcnojito^^^ ^
embarking on academe dismssm ^ consists in repetUon of
international law, we are afraid - international law, rather than in
procedural rules applicable in many other areas f gf atmosphere.
identification of any substantive rules or o specific to the protection
The obligation to cooperate or thepnncip e of j pollution were drafted with
of the atmosphere. Also various the protection of
the broader aim in mind, namely pro ec f Agreement, address the
atmosphere as such. Likemse, ot er ' ■ ly re-labeled as the protection of
problem of the climate change, which can t be simply re laoeie
atmosphere.

Moreover, the problem Ttoafe^teS^s ™e'. 'uTrelattomhip between

— - i— -
atmosphere.



The draft ̂ deline 9 provisionally adopted by the Commission therefore raises several
^  a^ee that "It is ... important that conflicts and tensions between ruleselatmg to &e protection of the atmosphere and rules relating to other fields of international

law are to the extent possible avoided", we don't see the solution in the way suggested in firat
sentence of para 1 of guidelme 9. The problem seems to us primarily as a problem of

s'J^stantive obligations under various international legal instruments
nSlv subject matters, in the interest of a clearly defined and generally agreed
Lterifll preceded by identification of appropriatematerial and techmcal solutions for mter-connected problems, which may subsequently
req^e the adoption of legal obligations or modification of existing ones. If the legal
instroments are substantively contradictory, the problem can't be resolved by means of their
ideahstic re-mterpretation.

^ suggests, in our opinion, an unworkable solution, which, amongother thmgs, disregar^ precisely those rules on interpretation of treaties to which the nex^
sentence explicitly refers. The rules of Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties Snlv to

reconciling, by means of inteipretation, an indefinitenumber of substantively mcompatible instruments, which may also be binding on different
groups of treaty parties. We therefore can't agree with paragraph 1 of guideline 9 On the

morl 2 addresses the problem of harmonization of legal instruments in muchmore realistic manner and, m our opinion, represents the only workable element of guideline

Mr. Chairman,

Let me now to the topic "Immunity of State officials from foreign criminal
jurisdiction . The Czech Republic would like to express once again its appreciation to the
Special Rapporteur, Professor Concepcidn Escobar Hem^dez, for her fifth report containing

P-ttce on excepaoL

This year's discussions in the Commission on this report and on draft article 7, conceming the

apply, clearly demonstrate that it is sometimes an uneasy task to identify established rules of
customary mtemational law, smce relevant State practice may be varied and legal issues
complex and sensitive The exceptions to immunity ratione materiae seem to be an example
dLr^^cto ? Czech Republic welcomes the adoption of
Stote practice wbch supports the existence of an exception to immunity mtione materiae
when cimes under mtemational law, as well as other so-called official crimes defined in

tWsXft^ttor' Czech Republic also appreciates that the commentary tothis draft article elucidates m clear terms several aspects of this contentious issue.

As indicated in the Commission's commentary, it seems that the exceptions to immunitv
rattone materiae are, inter alia, based on the existence of jurisdictional regimes providing
Ae exercise of nati^al extraterritorial criminal jurisdiction over crimes which are as a mle

r  capacity. These jurisdictional regimes, establishing also rules for
shoiftd hnwrT- t assistance between States, imply that State officialsshould not be able to mvoke immumty ratione materiae for such crimes in criminal



proceedings before foreign courts. Therefore, it may be useful if the Comimssion ̂ er
elaborated in more detail on the relationship between the concrete scope and apphcation of
extraterritorial criminal jurisdiction over these crimes, as reflected m the practice of States
under relevant treaties and customary international law, and the respective exceptions to
immunity ratione materiae from foreign cnmmal jurisdiction.

As regards the issues which ate not contained in the diail article 7. the Czech R^ublic
welcomes the decision not to include the crime of aggression and die crnne of eolation
the text of draft article 7. It seems tiiat the crime of aggression is subject to spwiai
jurisdictional regime, as reflected, inter alia, in the Commission's 1996 Draft ̂ ode of Crmes
against the Peace and Security of Mankind, according to which the crime of aggression should
be subject only to the jurisdiction of competent international criminal court or of Jiation^
courts of the alleged perpetrator. As regards the crime of corruption, the Czech Repubh
shares the view, expressed in the commentary to this draft article, Aat corruption should not
be regarded as an act performed in an official capacity and therefore does not need to be
included among the crimes for which immunity does not apply.

In addition, the Czech Republic regards as prudent that the Commission did not include in the
text of draft article 7 the exception concerning crimes committed by foreign officials in the
territory of the forum State. The Czech Republic shares the view that these cnmes are subject
to the territorial jurisdiction of the forum State and. as such, should
principle, as any other ordinary non-official crime. However, m this ^ ^
advisable to study in more detail the legal consequences of a situation in which the home
State of the perpetrator would assume the responsibility under international law for the
illegal act committed by his official in the territory a foreign State.

Lastly, the Czech Republic would like to highUght the conclusion by the Co^^ion
according to which the exceptions to immunity ratione materiae do not
any way immunity of State officials ratione personae. In its commentary, the Commision
expressly mentions this principle with regard to customary mim^ty ^
Heads of States, Heads of Government and Ministers of Foreign Affairs. The Czech Republic
would like to add that the same principle applies also to mimunity ratione
by persons connected with special missions, diplomatic missions, consular pos s, m
organizations and military forces of a State. The preservation of these immumti^ is
giSranteed by the draft article 1, paragraph 2 of the present draft articles; however, it seems
useful to reaffirm this fact in the commentary to draft article 7.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.


